
Our flexible online platform
changes the game.

Commodities



Browse tens of thousands of data series, view a quick
snapshot of current energy market prices or download
historical data.

The most advanced source
of energy market data is also the
easiest to use.

Searching is easy. No need to memorize codes or ticker
symbols. Simply type any combination of source, product
and delivery location in the quick search.

SNL Energy provides comprehensive coverage of the commodities
markets with easy-to-use tools, expert 24/7 support and training,
one flat fee and a data accuracy guarantee that no other provider
can match.

Through our interactive online platform, you can access
standardized prices for power, natural gas, coal, oil and uranium in
the U.S. and Canadian markets. Plus, we give you the tools for
finding the price points you need quickly from the thousands
available every hour.

SNL Energy offers complete energy market pricing via
a flexible online platform.

With SNL, you gain instant access to thousands of nodal, zonal and
hub price points across the U.S. and Canada. SNL covers all
Day-Ahead, Hour-Ahead and hourly Real-Time LMP prices as well as
hourly and forecasted loads from all North American ISO’s. We also
gather the congestion and line losses where available. View hourly
load, forecasted load and prices in one chart.

SNL publishes price indexes for the North American power, natural
gas, and coal markets, covering every major hub and production
region. Our index methodology is endorsed by the Committee of
Chief Risk Officers (CCRO) and approved by the FERC for use in
contract settlements.

In addition to SNL’s market indexes for spot power, coal, natural gas
and emissions, our coverage includes CME forwards and futures,
which span the Power, Natural Gas, Coal, Oil and Uranium markets.

Name the market and SNL covers it.



No longer do you
have to search
multiple sources
with different
formats for prices
that may not even
be publicly
available. SNL

collects prices from different markets in widely varying
formats and standardizes them into a digestible format.

Easily compare prices across commodities and time
frames for quicker analysis.

Easily compare prices across commodities and
time frames for quicker analysis.

Browse through SNL’s comprehensive collection of
default watchlists for power, natural gas and coal, or
create your own. Inline charts allow you to quickly
browse recent historical data and identify trends.

Search, create and save your own charts and watchlists.
Export data to Excel or PDF. Whether you’re involved in
direct transactions or high-level strategic analysis,
SNL’s data will help you make better decisions.

Your own watchlists and charts for faster,
better decisions.

As the leading provider of sector-focused business
intelligence and data for more than 20 years, SNL has
perfected a process of gathering, vetting and scrubbing
data. As a result, we are the only provider that
guarantees 100% data accuracy.

Our information is not only real time and easy to
access, it’s accurate. So you can write contracts based
on our proprietary indexes with the utmost confidence.

Only SNL guarantees data accuracy.

If you’re tired of
extra charges,
whether for adding
seats or settling
contracts, SNL has
good news. Our
single subscription
fee covers every user
in your company.

Whether for trading
and settlements or
for market analysis,
your entire
organization benefits from unlimited access to SNL’s
commodities market data. Also included: SNL’s
real-time asset-level and corporate data, as well as
news and expert analysis. Plus free on-site training
and expert client support.

A single source for one flat fee.

Use advanced tools to chart and export
more historical data. Create and save
charts for later use.

The chart builder allows you to chart spark spreads, dark spreads
and intra-commodity spreads with a few mouse clicks.

Not only does SNL cover every
node, zone and hub, we make
it easier for you to download
and analyze the data with
SNLxl, our powerful Excel
Add-In tool. Export prices and
charts into templates that

refresh automatically as often as you like. SNLxl allows
you to compare data of different reporting frequencies,
download historical data and build forward curves.

Not sure where to start? SNL offers an extensive library
of Excel templates that simplify the presentation of
energy market data. And our product experts will help
you build your own custom spreadsheets.

Flow our data into your Excel® models for
fast, flexible analysis.

Market summary
pages aggregate key
hubs and zonal
pricing data for every
ISO region. Quickly
identify the difference
between the day-
ahead, hourly
real-time prices and
the most recent
forward strips all in
one location. The
summary pages also feature SNL’s market commentary
and news coverage.

Assess pricing trends for the markets in which you’re
invested, along with the market and regulatory news
needed to form your long-term view. SNL enables you
to move quickly from the headline summary to the
regional drill-down to the key nodes or hubs.

Energy Market Summary pages present what
you need to know when you need it.



Hourly power prices at every node, zone and hub, as well
as forecast and actual demand for ISOs/RTOs, such as:

Alberta
California ISO
ERCOT
ISO New England
Midwest ISO
New York ISO
Ontario
PJM
SPP

PLUS: Unlimited training and support to help you manage it all.

Professionals with years of industry experience design
and support our product. We provide free on-site training
and free technical support 24/7 at 888.275.2822 or
support@SNL.com.

Headquarters
One SNL Plaza
P.O. Box 2124
Charlottesville, VA 22902
866.296.3743 sales
434.977.1600
434.977.4466 fax

Arlington, VA
1700 North Moore Street
11th Floor, Suite 1110
Arlington, VA 22209
703.373.0150
703.373.0159 fax

Boulder, CO
921 Walnut Street, Suite 250
Boulder, CO 80302
303.501.1671
303.501.1672 fax

Jersey City, NJ
30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City, NJ 07302
201.433.5507
201.433.6138 fax

New York, NY
Trinity Centre
115 Broadway, 16th Floor
New York, NY 10006
212.364.7530
212.364.7566 fax

Other SNL offices
Ahmedabad, India
Boston, MA
Islamabad, Pakistan
London, UK
Monterey, CA
Richmond, VA

For a product
demonstration, contact
SNL Sales:
866.296.3743
sales@SNL.com

www.SNL.com

SNL Spot and Forward Power Indexes
• 26 Zones and Hubs

SNL Spot Natural Gas Prices
• 104 Gas Trading Hubs

SNL Bidweek Natural Gas Index
• 104 Gas Trading Hubs

SNL Coal Prices
• 18 Steam Coal Markers

SNL Emissions Prices
• EPA trading programs for SOx and NOx

SNL’s pricing coverage includes CME Forwards and Futures:

• Power Prices at 24 major congestion zones
and power trading hubs

• Natural Gas Futures and Swaps at 28 major gas trading hubs

• Coal Prices for Central Appalachian and
Powder River Basin Coal

• Crude Oil – Light Sweet and Sour Futures

• Uranium (U3O8)

SNL’s proprietary indexes include:


